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MariaDB 10.1.24 running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS which I
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site is currently receiving more than 1 million page
requests per hour, and that seems to stress my

database. Per hour, approximately 10 queries are run
from any one IP, and all queries are from different

queries - the maximum is approximately 900 queries
per hour. According to my findings from using the

mysql_slow_queries table in the mysql
performance_schema, these are the most frequent

queries per hour: SELECT... FROM
performance_schema.threads WHERE
PROCESSLIST_ID = '9' SELECT... FROM
performance_schema.threads WHERE

PROCESSLIST_ID > '236638' SELECT... FROM
performance_schema.users SELECT... FROM

performance_schema.session_variables SELECT...
FROM performance_schema.hosts These types of

queries are running in what appears to be 15 different
threads. The query itself (as well as the actual
execution) is only'small'. Based on this, I was

wondering if I should take any steps to prevent these
frequent queries from running in parallel, as they eat

up CPU and memory for no good reason. A: The
MariaDB developers usually try to keep a steady
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release cycle of MariaDB, but once every six months
this is no longer the case, and new fixes and new

features are introduced. This is in line with the MySQL
development cycle, and also means that you need to
be ready for MariaDB 10.2, or at least know how to

deal with the new features, which are being polished
now. That's not to say MariaDB 10.2 is final, but it's

the first beta release and we're trying to stabilize the
development. So if you don't use
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submit in CakePHP My form submission in cakePHP is
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$this->Form->input('email'); echo
$this->Form->input('password'); echo

$this->Form->input('remember', array('type' =>
'checkbox', 'value' => '1')); echo

$this->Form->submit('Register'); echo
$this->Form->end(); I want to suppress the cancel
button (the one that is a checkbox with a 'x' icon

inside a circle) on the form, is it possible to do this? I
know it's possible, since it's present on forms in many

other web-sites that I use daily. In other words, the
default behaviour on the 'Back' button in the form is
that it automatically goes back to the previous page,
but I don't want the 'Back' button on my form to do

the same thing, do I? A: Well, it should be quite easy
as you are using the FormHelper, so just add the

following code to your form : echo
$this->Form->input('remember
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